Discriminating growth stages of an endangered Mediterranean relict plant (Ammopiptanthus mongolicus) in the arid Northwest China using hyperspectral measurements.
Ammopiptanthus mongolicus, the only drought-resistant, leguminous, evergreen shrub in the desert region of China, is endangered due to climate change and its growth stages urgently need to be non-destructively detected. Although many spectral indexes have been proposed for characterizing vegetation, the relationships are often inconsistent, making it challenging to characterize the status of vegetation across all growth stages. This study investigated the Spectral Features of the endangered desert plant A. mongolicus at different growth stages, and extracted the identified Spectral Features for the establishment of detection and discrimination models using Partial Least Square Regression (PLSR) and Fisher Linear Discriminate Analysis (FLDA), respectively. The results showed spectral reflectance of A. mongolicus differed across different growth stages and it generally increased with the degree of senescence. Poor performance was found in the single factor model, with RMSE ranging from 20.34 to 27.39 or Overall Accuracy of 60% in the validation datasets. The multivariate PLSR model, based on Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Normalized Difference Red Edge Index (NDRE), Physiological Reflectance Index (PhRI) and Plant Senescence Reflectance Index (PSRI), turned out to be accurate in detecting the growth stages, with R2 of 0.89 and RMSE of 12.46, and the performance of the multivariate FLDA model based on 14 Spectral Features was acceptable, with an Overall Accuracy of 89% in the validation datasets. This research provides useful insights for timely and non-destructively discriminating different growth stages by using multivariate PLSR and FLDA analysis.